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Abstract  

A travelogue is a form of writing that provides opportunity to express one's thoughts and describe the place 

one explored. It also helps others to get the real insights while they visit there. They are extremely valuable 

when some of these have relation more to history than to literature, since history can be culled from the 

traveller’s journals. What makes this an artistic work is the revelation of the explorer’s feelings, imagination, 

insights and slight turn of events which leads to new escapade. The travelogues of Nobel laureate V. S. Naipaul 

have invited a good deal of critical acclaim and Indian critics have launched severe tirades against him. The 

present paper seeks to explore his trilogy of travelogues namely- An Area of Darkness, India: A Wounded 

Civilization and India: A Million Mutinies Now and delve into the real harm done to the image of India, if any.  
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Introduction 

A travelogue is a form of writing that provides opportunity to express one's thoughts and describe the place 

one explored. It also helps others to get the real insights while they visit there. When compiled together all 

journeys under one, it forms a Travel book or Travel Guide or record or can be called travel writing. These 

travel writings are generally compiled under the title of Travelogue. They are extremely valuable when some of 

these have relation more to history than to literature, since history can be culled from the traveller’s journals. 

What makes this an artistic work is the revelation of the explorer’s feelings, imagination, insights and slight 

turn of events which leads to new escapade. Travel journals could be mostly informative, providing exemplary 

insights to the ones who wish to be travellers or tourists. We can generally agree that travelogue has a high 

degree of literary merit in conveying personally and informally the information relating to the journey or travel 

involving spatial displacement. As travel guides they are intended to give data with respect to accessibility of 

food, convenient accommodations and so on, demonstrating good ways from different focus points to desired 

destinations, modes accessible for movement, places not be missed for touring and such essential data. 

Peregrinate is a representation generally utilized in all written works. It is utilized as an artistic gadget in sacred 

texts, stories and generally read from abstract antiquities. Travel is utilized in parody as in Jonathan Swift's 

Gulliver Travels or as a method for passing on data in an intriguing way or Joseph Addison's production of a 

Citizen of the World. There is an entire class in English Fiction generally received as the Picaresque Novel. 

Travel writings have linkages with History, Exploration and Adventure in its non-literary exposition and in its 

literary exposition with Autobiography and experience-related personality revelation. In both the categories, 

travel, movement, journey and peregrination are involved in different degrees. Travel literature meaning 

travel writing can be classified in several ways according to its linkage. Travel as an abstract mode and an 

assistant in artistic composing is proven in literary works of practically all dialects. Homer's Odyssey is a record 

of the movements of Odysseus. Dante's Divine Comedy is a record of a movement through the various districts 

of damnation. This gadget is utilized in our legends and kavyas (creative abstract beautiful structures) too, in 

Sanskrit and other languages of our nation. Mahabharata also portrays in detail Arjun's journeys of all three 

Lokas(spheres viz. Heaven, Earth and Hades) and his voyages. In Bhagavatpuran,  Balaram undertakes a 

Journey for self-cleansing. Kavyas too make use of travel theme as in Kalidasa's Meghdootam.  In Hindi Rahul 

Sankrityayan (1893-1963) composed a few travel guides of incredible artistic worth. 
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In Malayalam Keshav Menon's Bilayati Vishesham(1930) has a place with a similar classification. In Gujarati 

Kaka Saheb Kalelkar composed Jeevan leela, which is regarded as a work of art and deals with travel. 

Collections of memoirs record encounters, impressions uncovering sentiments, identifying with specific 

episodes in one's own life. Such a work may likewise contain travel encounters and travel-related data yet 

these may either be accidental or not of much significance. 

An authentic study of different travelogues assist us with understanding our set of experiences just as the 

character of the individual travel essayists, their mentality towards the life of the individuals they went along, 

the methods of administration in those periods among different things. What those essayists saw, felt and 

experienced and the level of their subjectivity or objectivity in their composing can be examined. We have an 

enormous body solely of movement writing to be considered and examined particular from the simple 

authentic subtleties they recorded.  One such distinguished Nobel laureate travelogue writer of Indian origin is 

V.S. Naipaul, born in 1932 in rural Trinidad. He was an Oxford scholar and his travelogues had to face a great 

criticism in India and abroad. Naipaul came to India because of his calling from ancestors land. He travelled 

here and wrote his experience in his three novels namely An Area of Darkness, India: A Wounded Civilization 

and India: A Million Mutinies Now. These novels account for his visits to India and roving. 

An Area of Darkness 

An Area of Darkness is V. S. Naipaul's semi-personal record – immediately agonizing and silly, yet consistently 

smart and considered – of his first visit to India, the place that is known for his ancestors. He was 29 years of 

age then and he remained here for a year. From the snapshot of his ominous appearance in Prohibition-dry 

Bombay, bearing whisky and modest cognac, he encountered a social alienation from the subcontinent. It 

became for him a place that is known for fantasies, a region of murkiness shutting everything down him as he 

travelled. 

The book passes on the disarray or the thwarted expectation of the author on his first visit to his hereditary 

land. It has all analysis for India- - regardless of whether it’s India's National Language, India's Metros, stages, 

inns, and the titles of Indian movies, Indian tailors, or even the houseboats. Naipaul appears to have a pre-

decided conviction of talking all against India. In any event, when he acknowledges the Indian earth by calling 

it rich with old model, there is an analysis as he says that Indians don't respond, don't shout on observing the 

rich Indian legacy. He respects Gandhi's vision, which was reproachful of India on observing the homeless 

people and the improper savants, and even denounces the insanitary propensities for specialists, legal 

advisors, and columnists.  

Unexpectedly, he criticizes Nehru by saying that he had a sentimental inclination for India, and that is the 

reason his works can be perceived by others only with significant effort.  Naipaul calls India as a nation of 

hardness, failure, and a miserably separated nation, which debilitates to the unfamiliar principle. Naipaul has 

shared his experiences in three parts: Part I-as a Resting place for the imagination, Part II-As a Doll’s House on 

the Dal Lake, and Part III as Fantasy and Ruins. Naipaul agrees with Mohan das Karamchand Gandhi that, “..., 

India is a country of nonsense,” (qtd. in Area of Darkness, p.68). 

He starts by denouncing the East, uncovers the genuine individuals which he feels one has perused in the 

books. The essayist compares East with rottenness: "And in the roads there was the East one had anticipated: 

the youngsters, the soil, the illness, the undernourishment, the calls of baksheesh, the vendors, the promoters, 

the brief looks at minarets" (Naipaul, 4). Naipaul portrays the situation of the Eastern world, of India, yet of 

Africa too in the same vein. The writer, who exhibited London beautiful, finds the Indian situation 

intolerable.Naipaul scrutinizes Red-Tapism which is a basic issue in India. For getting the alcohol license, the 

author gets disappointed moving from officials of the custom to the clerk, to the agent, etc. The author 

appears to look just into the negative angles. No other author probably has given so ghastly a portrayal of any 

nation and its kin, similar to the manner in which Naipaul has expressed.  
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It seems he has written the book An Area of Darkness with a set temperament of criticizing India and its 

people. It’s quite hard to see a single positive aspect of India in his book. It depicts a dirty picture of India with 

no significance: “More than in people, India lay about us in things: in a string bed or two, grimy, tattered, no 

longer serving any function, never repaired because there was no one with this caste skill in 

Trinidad....”(Naipaul, pg 24). He says that, “...I was confined to a smaller world than I had ever known. I 

became my flat, my desk, my name (Naipaul, 38). Naipaul is petrified to see the plight of India’s poverty. He 

differentiates the Indian towns which have limited, broken paths with green sludge in the drains, the held 

consecutive mud houses, the tangle of rottenness and food, and creatures and individuals, with the metro 

Indian urban areas particularly in Bombay. In urban communities, the thriving can be seen-the Christmas 

improvements, enlightened stars hanging out of the windows against the dark sky. However, then again, he 

doesn't imagine Bombay just as the Marine Drive, Malabar Hill, Kamala Nehru Park, and the Parsi Towers of 

Silence, yet as a city which was horrendous – the wide, gagged, and unending principle streets of rural areas, a 

disarray of shops, rotting galleries, and the , “gay girls” of the Indian papers. 

Naipaul refers to a few instances of Indians to disparage the Indian attitude and traditionalist ways. He probes 

into life of Jivan, a thirteen year old kid, who left his town and came to Mumbai for work. He dozed on the 

asphalt when he procured fifty rupees per month, and kept on dozing there in any event, when purchased a 

taxi, and acquired twenty rupees per day. Naipaul at that point cites Vasant who experienced childhood in 

Bombay ghetto. He never ate during the day, and this propensity stayed with him in any event, when he got 

rich. Naipaul likewise describes around two Brahmin siblings in South who started by making envelopes, yet 

got rich by assembling cowhide products. The author feels odd that in spite of having 70,000 pounds, they kept 

on making envelopes. In this manner Naipaul reaches the inference that Indians can't get uprooted from their 

origins. Naipaul strongly condemns beggary which he feels has degraded India, and encouraged laziness, 

idleness, and even crime. 

Naipaul portrays Srinagar- - a heaven on earth, as damnation. Sankaracharya Hill, ignoring the Dal Lake which 

is the most excellent spotof Srinagar, has been depicted as the most repulsive spot by him. He scorns the 

Indian feeling of the individuals who utilize the lower slants for pooping with no disgrace. He denounces the 

bus stop in Madras, which is close to the High Court, for being perhaps the most famous restrooms. Indeed, 

even he discusses individuals strolling past the University on the Marina, who without shame, raise their dhoti, 

piss on the asphalt, and afterward let the dhoti fall. He, therefore, makes you believe a very condescending 

perspective of your country in the book. 

India: A Wounded Civilization 

In his second Travelogue India: A wounded Civilization, his view has moved (or perhaps extended) fairly – 

presently, Hinduism shows up basically as a withdrawal to oneself, a zeroing in on what is known and one's 

own, and the prohibition of all outer impacts where they don't indulge straightforwardly in minutiae. It 

appears to be crafted by an author whose psyche is made up and who is simply out to make his own maligned 

statement. This is a short book which discusses the Indian human advancement as a "Wounded Civilization" – 

rotten and dying. It is written in 1975-76 in the background of the Indian Emergency pronounced by Indira 

Gandhi, the book puts forth the defence that India's civilisation has been wounded as consequence of long 

stretches of foreign rule. 

His main issue in this book is to depict the insufficiencies in the Indian vote based system. Naipaul has 

portrayed the control of government by people or mob from ground level by methods for despotic techniques 

as opposed by popular mandate of the people. He portrays how dictatorship and communalism present 

genuine danger to Indian popularity based commonwealth. 
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On the appearance of working for the government assistance of the majority, the political pioneers have their 

own ulterior thought processes to keep on excess in force. Naipaul is condemning here, of ill-conceived power 

appreciated by such people or gatherings. In this novel, he is disparaging of unbounded force delighted in by 

men like Mr. Patel, the landowner, who are regarded essentially in light of the fact that they are monetarily 

solid. Naipaul is likewise condemning of  Mrs. Indira Gandhi's statement of Emergency in India. 

Simultaneously, Shiv Sena's framing of 'Sena councils' is seen by Naipaul as an effort to run a parallel 

government in Maharashtra. Further Naipaul turns to the subject of industrialisation. He says that, presently 

due to the quick industrialisation, advancement in science and innovation and the means taken under the Five 

Year Plans have made India the fourth biggest maker of grains on the planet. By the end of this section, he 

examines about the idea of 'Dharma'. By and by he misjudges the idea of Dharma and in reality, instructs one 

to be committed to his obligation and one should venerate his obligation. One should not meddle in other 

man's obligation until it is truly important. However, Naipaul never seizes this idea. 

Gandhi’s self-absorption was part of his strength. Naipaul remarks how Gandhi never mentioned anything 

about his travels abroad, which comes as a surprise since Gandhi, belonging to rural India, should have had 

something to say about merely the change of air in a foreign country. 

In the concluding lines of the book, he writes: “The crisis of India is not political: this is only the view from 

Delhi. Dictatorship or rule by the army will change nothing. Nor is the crisis only economic. These are only 

aspects of the larger crisis, which is that of a decaying civilization, where only hope lies in further swift decay.” 

He composes this as though India will seize to exist inside a limited ability to focus time from now. As an 

author he should not have become so pessimistic. 

India: A Million Mutinies Now 

His third travelogue, India: A Million Mutinies Now has also drawn equal attention. Naipaul's travelogues 

follow an example of advancement in considerations and thoughts. Every one of his works is firmly identified 

with others. However, each of them has its detached strength as a truly autonomous investigation. At the 

point when Naipaul stayed in India in 1988, he had become through and through a changed man. His 

investigation of India is presently additionally promising.  

The third book of Naipaul's Indian sojourns is composed in view of his previous books on India and is, in this 

way another re-seeing of what had been wrongly decided before. In his prior movements to India in 1962 and 

in 1975, he looked for a custom here, yet discovered just rot and disarray. During his third visit to India, 

Naipaul's demeanor and outlook have changed to acknowledge that life can't be without changes.  

India : A Million Mutinies Now, the most voluminous travelogue of Naipaul is tremendously populated with 

individuals from different backgrounds, with every one of their thoughts, perspectives and thinking’s as  

reflected in their meetings with the author. The writer expressly develops in the structure of the book the 

point that in the last part of the 1980s, he has returned in an alternate soul to the spots he expounded on long 

term before in his questionable piece, An Area of Darkness and afterward again in 1970s, in India, A Wounded 

Civilization. The meddling masterful self image found in the account of 1964 becomes mellowed when Naipaul 

shows up as a harmless and liberal onlooker of the facts in India: A Million Mutinies Now. Naturally in Naipaul's 

voice it is heard that the idea of freedom has gone everywhere in India. Moreover, he expresses that the socio-

political aggravations and the bombed endeavours of transformation are entirely of India's development. The 

''million rebellions'' raising head at various places of the nation are not instances of its disappointments. These 

are somewhat a proof of how the soul of opportunity and reluctance has been inundating the comrades step 

by step. Naipaul has no faltering to admit: “What was hidden in 1962, or not easy to see, what perhaps was 

only in a state of becoming, has become clearer” (Naipaul, India : A Million Mutinies Now 517). 
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Conclusion  

Thus, we can conclude that the trilogy of his travelogues is a series that prove a person’s observation and 

perspectives is being changing and evolving. The absolute negativity in the first book is alleviated in the second 

and by the time, the author comes to India for the third time, either the scene here is changed or the author's 

point of view is changed to see the things in clearer way with the maturing years. Mother India has had much 

to tolerate from her own off springs, but ultimately, the truth of rich Indian culture and heritage cannot be 

ignored or repudiated. Not even by the writings of a Nobel laureate who happened to contain Indian DNA.  
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